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philips cdm on thevintageknob org phoscope - opening statement the philips cdm1 is the only cd mechanism of the
everlast kind the lens optical formulations coatings were originally designed by rodenstock in germany on philips
specifications manufacturing was done at philips facilities in belgium with actual production partly shifting to japan cdm1 mk2
then gradually shifting to asia at the time of the cdm 4 s later versions, philips high fidelity laboratories on
thevintageknob org - manufactured by philips high fidelity laboratories ltd usa philips penultimate super high end lineup the
hfl big mini series is impressive rare and it was made in america greenville tenessee in 1978 philips was then very busy
perfecting its vlp alp system that would quickly become cd with sony and the future magnavision laservision with a few other
partners
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